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Cleaning and Maintenance 
1)  Take the handle, push block guide, bumpers, and blade and holder assembly off of the guide 
rods.
2)  Clean the push block guide, push block, blade and holder assembly, and frame thoroughly.
 a)  The push block can be removed from the push block guide by removing the thumb    
      screws. 
3)  To take apart the blade and holder assembly for deeper cleaning:
 a)  Remove the screws and the blade holder plate.
 b)  Gently tap the blades and the blade spacers from the blade holder.
4)  To put the dicer back together:
 a)  Put the blade holder on a solid surface with the spacer pockets facing up.
 b)  Insert the 4 blade spacers with their slots toward the inner opening of the blade 
      holder.
 c)  Insert blades with the cutting edge facing down and slots facing up.
 d)  Insert blades with cutting edge and slots both facing down.
 e)  Reposition the blade holder plate and fasten it with screws.
 f)  Reposition the blade and holder assembly, bumpers, push block, push block guide, and  
      handle on the frame.
5)  When needed, lubricate the guide rods with mineral oil, food grade grease or paraffin. Do 
not use cooking oil.

90 Day free of defects Replacement Warranty
This product is covered by a 90 day free of defects warranty from the date of purchase.  
Circumstances of misuse or abuse will not qualify for replacement. Choice has the final decision  
if misuse or abuse appears evident. Warranty does not apply outside of the United States.

Blades are not covered under warranty. Blades are expected to wear down and be replaced by 
the customer on a consistent bases dependent upon frequency of usage.
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Replacement Parts
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1/4” Blade Assembly
#407P25BA

3/8” Blade Assembly
#407375BA

1/2” Blade Assembly
#407P50BA

Feet
#407PFPFEET

SS Thumb Screw
#407TSCREW

1/4” Blade (22 Blades)
#407P25BLD

1/2” Blade (10 Blades)
#1407P50BLD

3/8” Blade (16 Blades)
#407P375BA

Pusher Block for 1/4” & 1/2”
#407PPB2550

Pusher Block for 3/8”
#407PPB375

Bumper
#181BUMPER


